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Abstract
This research study was designed to broaden understanding of the publishing of research datasets by distinguishing between the intention to share and the action of sharing. The data was generated from preliminary survey results conducted by DataONE work groups. The final data used in this paper is based on 587 observations. The analysis results show support for all of the path coefficients of the theoretical model except for the path of perceived self-efficacy, and legal context and policy variables. The intention to share a dataset was found to be a significant determinant in the action of sharing data. Acknowledging the key determinants of intention to publish datasets arguably entails significant policy implications on data sharing.

1. Introduction

Recent developments in the open data initiative have promoted investigation into the motives and intentions of researchers who publish datasets. The effort to use Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) for building open data initiatives with the purpose of advancing scientific progress has received increased attention. The development of Web 2.0, which encourages peer production, interactivity, and user-generated innovation [25], has further stimulated the development of open data initiatives for the sharing and distribution of information between several participants to solve social issues. In December 2009, when the Obama Administration issued the Open Government Directive which asserts the three principles of transparency, participation, and collaboration, one focus of the directive was to promote the culture of open government, and more specifically, to encourage collaborative works involving researchers, private sectors, and civilian society [18]. Greater openness and developments in technology have enabled enthusiasts such as Lynn Henning, a family farmer, activist, and the 2010 recipient of the Goldman Prize, to share data with state regulators to encourage stronger enforcement of regulations—and violation of those regulations—regarding water pollution.

Promotion of the creative use of ICTs for increased access to data and to encourage further scientific progress through collaboration is not only a function related to government. The effort to develop a global scientific knowledge base through data integration and dissemination across domains and boundaries also manifests in the earth sciences. DataONE is a new collaboration initiative using ICTs to ensure preservation and access to multi-scale, multi-discipline, and multi-national science data; as such, DataONE will transcend domain boundaries. DataONE aims to connect multiple data repositories, managed and organized by different entities, public and private, regardless of size and location. In support of the open access initiative, various policies have been enacted, such as the Berlin Declaration on Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities, the OECD Communiqué on Science, Technology and Innovation for the 21st Century [20], and the 1996 Bermuda Agreement, followed by the Fort Lauderdale Agreement in 2003 [19].

The relatively recent developments in data sharing policy confront researchers with new uncertainties and raise concerns regarding methods of sharing datasets with the public. Scientists face several challenges regarding the open publication of their datasets. These challenges make necessary the investigation of researchers’ motivation for publication of datasets, and their intentions in doing so, in a collaborative network environment. Existing literature has discussed at length the challenges of data publication in the open access initiative [20, 27, 28, 29]. And furthermore, a number of studies have focused on the role of the researcher’s motivation and intentions for data publication [20, 27]. However, the matter of how challenges affect the

1 http://www.goldmanprize.org/2010/northamerica..
researcher’s motivation to publish their datasets, and whether the researcher’s intention to publish correlates with the action of publishing datasets, has received little systematic attention. This research was designed to contribute greater understanding of the nature and function of behavior in publishing research datasets by 1) distinguishing between two principals of sharing behavior – intention to share and action of sharing; and 2) identifying factors which influence the intention to share and action of sharing research datasets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will outline the theoretical background that leads to the proposed model linking intention to the action of sharing datasets. Section 3 briefly explains the research design and methodology used in this study. Section 4 presents findings and discussion on those findings and finally, section 5 provides discussion and concluding remarks.

2. The Theoretical Foundation

2.1. Perceived Behavioral Control, Intention and Action

The predominant benefits of research dataset sharing are the ability to enrich and promote the progress of scientific research, and to generate knowledge [19]. By innovating from archival datasets, researchers are encouraged to produce new knowledge, promote advanced discoveries from old datasets, and rethink the meaning of archival datasets to be expanded upon through modern thought [10]. Arguably, sharing datasets through the reconstruction and/or a combination of various existing datasets represents the essence and basis for the generation of knowledge. It is safe then, to assume that the behavior surrounding the sharing of research datasets is similar to knowledge sharing behavior. Gagne (2009) points out the similarities between knowledge sharing behavior and voluntary sharing behavior, and argues for the use of motivation theory to study knowledge sharing behavior [16]. Interestingly, information sharing has been defined as “the voluntary act of making information available to others” [14, p.87].

Building on the above-mentioned study, this study assumes that data sharing behavior will also share similarities with voluntary sharing behavior, and therefore, certain arguments from motivation theory have been incorporated here. This research study bases the theoretical framework on the theory of planned behavior, particularly focusing on the importance of perceived behavioral control (PBC) to explain intention to and action of sharing data in a collaborative network. Azjen (1991) argues that individual intention is significant to the successful carrying out of an action or behavior to share [2, 21]. Intention represents an indication of the level of effort individuals are willing to exert. The theory of planned behavior posits that behavior is a direct function of attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control [2]. Each of the three factors in the theory of planned behavior is mutually exclusive of the others. Taylor and Todd (1995) argue for the differing roles of each factor as determinants of IT usage. The role of the subjective norm as a determinant of IT usage is considered less definite [24, 31]. On the other hand, extant literature demonstrates that PBC is an important determinant of IT usage [22, 24, 31]. PBC has been found to be a significant predictor of behavioral intention of IT usage, both directly [24] and indirectly [4]. Azjen (1991) defines perceived behavioral control (PBC) as the perception of individuals of the ease or difficulty in carrying out a certain behavior [2]. Azjen (1991) posits that the constructs of PBC consist of two elements: internal individual notion and external resource constraints [2, 31].

Internal individual notion is compatible and shares similarities with the concept of self-efficacy by Bandura [2]. Bandura (1977) claims that people undertake activities based on assessment of their own capabilities to manage the task [3]. Higher self-efficacy is argued to significantly affect behavioral performance [2, 3]. Higher levels of self-efficacy were found to be a significant determinant of intention and usage of IT [13] and performance and effort expectancy in using collaborative technology [8]. Likewise, earth observation research is very specific in terms of its purpose, events/phenomenon, methodology, and duration [6], and it is very heterogeneous [28] and highly dependent on local context [35, 36]. Consequently, analyzing environmental data involves a great deal of human judgment [17]. Preparing data for publication is a labor intensive process [6] and researchers must invest great deals of effort before data is available for sharing [10]. Tucker’s (2009) investigation into cancer research data sharing reveals that one of the subjective barriers to the sharing of data is a researcher’s guilt and embarrassment regarding unorganized data [32]. These difficulties in sharing earth observation datasets arguably necessitate greater self-efficacy from researchers in order for their datasets to be shared publicly.

The second element to PBC consists of external resource constraints or facilitating conditions. Information technology usage literature classifies facilitating conditions into two categories, namely: economic resources and technology related factors, such as compatibility [31]. The literature argues that existence of these facilitating conditions may or may
not support behavioral intention and action, while the absence of facilitating conditions represents a barrier for intention and action [2, 31]. Azjen (1991) hypothesizes that facilitating conditions are in the form of time and money [2], and Taylor & Todd (1995) add technological compatibility, specifically to predict intention behavior and usage of information technology [31]. This paper argues that behavioral intention, usage, and behavioral control are also affected by institutional contexts and barriers for sharing data in collaborative networks in terms of organizational, technological, and policy aspects [29]. These barriers affect the likelihood that researchers will share their data [30]. Tucker (2009) found that privacy policy was a major barrier for sharing data from the research center for cancer [32]. In this regard, this study will incorporate technology, organization, and policy as determinants that affect the relationship between behavioral control, intention, and usage/action to predict the data sharing behavior in collaborative networks such as DataONE.

Technology is found to be a significant predictor which affects the likelihood of researchers sharing their data [30]. Ecological and earth observation datasets are dispersed, heterogeneous, and context-dependent [28]. Data was collected from various locations, habitats, and ecosystems. Zimmerman (2007, 2008) argues that secondary use of ecological data will always be confronted with the problem of data complexity [35, 36]. Researchers need to have adequate data management skills to prepare their data for publication. In addition, there are various metadata concepts that researchers could use to describe their data in the earth sciences and ecology, such as Dublin Core, Directory Interchange Format, Ecological Metadata Language, etc. Metadata is generally defined as information which describes data, comprising information necessary to understand the data [26]. Different levels of metadata are necessary as support for various functions of data sharing [26]. The existence of various metadata concepts could create enormous logistical challenges in encouraging data publication in the open data initiative [26]. An increase in the user-friendliness of metadata management will improve compatibility and reduce researcher opposition to publishing research datasets [26].

Organizational support for managing data for open publication is found to be a significant determinant of the researchers' likelihood to share data [30]. A supportive organizational climate is found to be a positive predictor of knowledge sharing [5]. Bock et al (2005) found organizational support to be a significant predictor of the knowledge sharing behavior [5]. However, organizational support is found to be stronger in its indirect rather than direct influence [5]. Similarly, Lin (2006) found that the influence of organizational support on researchers’ intentions of sharing knowledge is mediated by individually subjective predictors such as perceptions and trust [23]. Additionally, reward and attribution were also regarded as significant predictors of sharing behavior. Perceived intrinsic and/or extrinsic rewards show a significant correlation to the action and intention of sharing knowledge [5, 11]. A number of studies have argued for the importance of attribution and acknowledgement of sharing datasets [1, 19, 32, 34]. Attribution and acknowledgement of the researcher responsible for datasets will likely result in higher instances of openly sharing research datasets with the public [32]. In contrast, lack of sufficient reward and recognition could inhibit the intention and action of sharing [5, 12].

Extant literature asserts the importance of legal and policy factors in sharing information/data/knowledge [5]. However, the exact role of regulatory factors as determinants of data sharing is somewhat unclear. Tucker (2009) regards legal and policy factors as the most complex and misunderstood area of data sharing [32]. On one hand, regulation and policy could enhance data sharing by ensuring proper and accountable use of data and information [34], and lack of regulations and policies does not guarantee a neutral sharing environment [34] or improved flexibility in sharing datasets [10]. On the other hand, rigidity of policies and regulations could inhibit the development of the data sharing initiative. For instance, complex privacy concerns could lead to discouragement about sharing data [32]. Accordingly, regulations and policy are considered the greatest obstacles in the creation of a knowledge network [15]. Unresolved legal issues can deter or restrain the development of collaborative data sharing, even if scientists are prepared to proceed [7].

2.2. Research Model and Hypotheses

Drawing from the literature review, this study identifies the following factors which influence the behavior of researchers in sharing research datasets openly: perceived self-efficacy, intention to share datasets, facilitating conditions in terms of technology, policy, organizational and local contexts. In light of those factors, this study generates a path model illustrated in Figure 1. This path model is unique compared to typical linear regressions. The nature of causal relationships can be direct or indirect. The combined effects of both direct and indirect causalities are of special interest in this study. For example, organizational support may directly affect the action of sharing datasets, or the action may be mediated by the individual intentions of researchers to share datasets.
A rich, cumulative body of empirical research has established the influence of perceived behavioral control on behavioral intention and action, yet no one has applied the concept to data sharing in collaborative networks. Perceived behavioral control could influence the actions of an individual directly, or it could be mediated through behavioral intention [2]. Perceived behavioral control consists of two elements: the individual’s self-efficacy and facilitating conditions. Higher self-efficacy will significantly affect behavioral intention and action. Literature on information technology usage asserts that self-efficacy is a significant determinant of intention and IT usage [31]. Lack of facilitating conditions corresponds to difficulties with self-efficacy and behavioral intention and action [31]. As a result of specificity, heterogeneity, and data collection processes which are highly dependent on local context in earth science and ecology have resulted in barriers which obstruct or complicate the open sharing of datasets. These barriers have been classified into four categories, namely: technological, organizational, policy based, and local context [29]. These four categories of barriers represent facilitating conditions that might affect the behavior of researchers in regard to openly sharing their datasets. This study hypothesizes four causal relationships between key determinants derived from existing literature, corresponding to the research question addressed in the introduction.

Figure 1. The Structural Model of Motivation to Data Sharing

Hypothesis 1. A researcher’s behavioral intention to share their datasets positively influences the action of openly sharing datasets.

Hypothesis 2. A set of determinants categorized as technological, organizational, policy, and local context significantly influence the researcher’s behavior and actions of openly sharing their datasets.

Hypothesis 3. A researcher’s self-efficacy positively influences behavioral intention and action to openly share datasets.

Hypothesis 4. Technological, organizational, policy, and local context determinants significantly influence the researcher’s self-efficacy, behavioral intentions, and actions to openly share datasets.

3. Research Methodology

3.1. The Respondent

This paper uses the preliminary survey results conducted by the Usability and Assessment working group, and the Socio-Cultural working group. Data were collected using online surveys. The links for this baseline assessment survey were open from October 7, 2009 to July, 2010. The research sample was randomly selected from identified stakeholders. The Usability and Assessment and Socio-Cultural working group identified a set of stakeholders, comprised mainly of scientists, librarians, computer scientists, decision makers, citizen scientists, students, and teachers. 1,329 total respondents participated. After eliminating certain participant responses due to missing values, 587 final observations were used in this paper.

Table 1 Sample Characteristics (587 scientists)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Distr. (region)</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other Regions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Distr. (age)</td>
<td>20 to 39 years</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 to 50 years</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Over 50 years</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status &amp; Position (status)</td>
<td>Professor or lecturers</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grad./Post Doc students</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other occupation</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The respondents were mostly mature adults (an average of 44 years old) and well-educated (49 percent are employed as professors or lecturers; 19 percent are graduate or post-doctoral students). Respondents’ distribution comprised a North American majority with 73% of the sample, 15% of participants from European regions, and the remaining participants from various other regions. For the distribution of respondents, refer to Table 1.
3.2. Variable Measurement

a. **Action to share datasets.** This variable represents the actual behavior of sharing datasets by putting research datasets online or in research network databases. There are six items designed to measure the action of sharing datasets. These items reflect respondents’ report on past actions of putting their datasets on the PI website, Organizational website, National research network database, Regional research network database, and Global research network database. These items were measured on a 4-point ordinal scale (1: has never published data, to 4: published all data). The factor analysis indicates only one factor has acceptable properties (eigenvalue greater than 1.0), and therefore we extract only one factor. Reliability estimates (Cronbach’s alphas) for the action to share datasets is .77 (table 3). A conventional rule of thumb regards any value above .70 as acceptable. For the result of Cronbach’s alphas please refer to Table 3.

b. **The intention to share datasets** variable measures the intention of researchers to share their datasets with others. This variable is measured by an indication of willingness to share datasets, based on agreement with a statement such as “I would be willing to place all of my data into a central data repository with no restrictions” or “I would be willing to share data across a broad group of researchers who use data in different ways.” In addition, this variable is measured by agreement with statements representing attitudes of openness to sharing such as, “I share my data with others” and “Others can access my data easily.” There are 5 statements designed to construct this variable, measured by using a 5-points Likert scale (1: strongly agree, to 5: strongly disagree). Factor analysis indicates only one factor with acceptable properties (eigenvalue greater than 1), and reliability estimates (Cronbach’s alphas) for this variable is .75.

c. **Perceived self-efficacy in managing data** measures the confidence and efficacy of individual researchers regarding their data management skills in preparing their datasets for publication. A new measure to assess self-efficacy in sharing data is developed for this study to depict the heterogeneity and context-dependent nature of earth observation datasets. This measure consists of 3 items assessing respondents’ views on the complexity of earth observation datasets and possible negative impacts for data re-use, using the 5-point Likert scale (1: strongly agree, to 5: strongly disagree). Only one factor is acceptable based on the factor analysis result and the Cronbach’s alpha for this variable is .78.

d. **Local context and specificity.** This variable represents a new measure developed for this study to depict the heterogeneity and context-dependent nature of earth observation datasets. This measure consists of 3 items assessing respondents’ views on the complexity of earth observation datasets and possible negative impacts for data re-use, using the 5-point Likert scale (1: strongly agree, to 5: strongly disagree). Only one factor is acceptable based on the factor analysis result and the Cronbach’s alpha for this variable is .78.

e. **The organizational support** variable measures the level of support, in terms of storing, funding, training, managing, and technical support that the organization provides to researchers to encourage the sharing of research datasets. This variable is measured by agreement with statements that represent organizational involvement in data sharing on a scale ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). This variable has reliability estimates (Cronbach’s alphas) of .92.

f. **Legal context and policy.** This variable is measured by 6 items which assess the researcher’s view on the importance of having regulations and policy support to encourage data sharing, on a scale ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). This variable has reliability estimates (Cronbach’s alphas) of .83.

g. **Incentive to share.** This variable represents the respondent’s view on the importance of proper attribution, acknowledgement, and citation to encourage data sharing. The variable is measured by 4 items on a dichotomous scale. The reliability of this estimate (Cronbach’s alphas) is .82.

h. **Type of Metadata.** This variable measures the types of metadata that respondents are currently using to describe their data on 9-point nominal scales which pertain to 9 different metadata.

4. Result and Discussion

4.1. Assessment of Structural Model

Table 3 presents the correlations and descriptive results among all study variables. Table 4 reports results from the model analysis and the structural path coefficients. Table 5 presents the model fit statistics. The data analysis of this research consisted of two stages. The first stage is creating the construct using Confirmatory Factor Analysis. The reliability of the constructs/variables was examined using Cronbach’s alpha values (Table 3). All Cronbach’s alpha values were above 0.70, representing acceptable levels for confirmatory research (Table 3).
Table 3 Cronbach’s alpha and Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Means</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Action to share datasets</td>
<td>0.0302</td>
<td>1.6220</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Intention to share datasets</td>
<td>0.0590</td>
<td>0.8785</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Self-efficacy in sharing datasets</td>
<td>0.1073</td>
<td>2.0444</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Local context and specificity</td>
<td>-0.0237</td>
<td>1.3917</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. legal context and policy</td>
<td>-0.0876</td>
<td>1.0030</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Organizational support</td>
<td>0.0859</td>
<td>2.1724</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Type of metadata</td>
<td>7.8109</td>
<td>1.9056</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Incentive to share datasets</td>
<td>-0.0237</td>
<td>1.5976</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The structural model was tested with the structural equation modeling approach using LISREL 8.80. The assessment of the overall model fit was based on multiple criteria.

Table 4 Structural Parameter Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path Coefficients</th>
<th>Restricted Model</th>
<th>Theoretical Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intention → action</td>
<td>-0.294 *</td>
<td>-0.294 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self efficacy → action</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self efficacy → intention</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.050 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local context → self efficacy</td>
<td>-0.078 *</td>
<td>-0.074 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal &amp; policy → action</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal &amp; policy → self efficacy</td>
<td>0.057 **</td>
<td>0.057 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal &amp; policy → Intention</td>
<td>-0.225 *</td>
<td>-0.225 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org. support → self efficacy</td>
<td>0.186 *</td>
<td>0.181 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org. support → action</td>
<td>-0.152 *</td>
<td>-0.152 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org. support → intention</td>
<td>0.096 *</td>
<td>0.112 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Metadata → intention</td>
<td>0.199 *</td>
<td>0.188 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriation → intention</td>
<td>0.112 *</td>
<td>0.124 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriation → action</td>
<td>0.051 **</td>
<td>0.051 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

significant at 0.05  significant at 0.10

Table 5. Analysis of Overall Model Goodness-of-fit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model goodness-of-fit indexes</th>
<th>Cut-off value</th>
<th>Result from this study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>χ²</td>
<td>χ²table</td>
<td>p &gt; .05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodness-of-fit index (GFI)</td>
<td>≥ 0.90</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normed fit index (NFI)</td>
<td>≥ 0.90</td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Fit Index</td>
<td>≥ 0.90</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental Fit Index (IFI)</td>
<td>≥ 0.90</td>
<td>1.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMR</td>
<td>≤ 0.10</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>≤ 0.10</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value of RMSEA</td>
<td>p &gt; .05</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the model fit among the two different models indicates that the theoretical model has the best fit among the models. The χ² for the theoretical model is 3.701 larger than the χ² cut-off value of 11.07 (df=5, α=0.05). The exclusion of regulations and policy context from the model diminished the significance of perceived self-efficacy in researchers’ intentions to share datasets, and decreased the fit index norm below the cut-off value, from 0.9 to 0.89.

Figure 2. Derived Path Coefficients of the Theoretical Model

The results of goodness of fit indexes are presented in Table 5. Table 5 indicates that overall, the fitness test signifies an adequate fit model. Results from the structural analysis indicate that the theoretical model provides an adequate explanation for the structural relationships among variables. The theoretical model comparative fit index of 1.00 indicates a perfect fit with the structural portion among the variables.

Upon request, we will provide larger diagrams of path visualization.
the antecedents and consequences of intention to share and action to share, as opposed to the antecedents of perceived self-efficacy. The proportion of variance explained in the theoretical model for action to share and intention to share is 12.1% and 12% respectively, while the proportion of variance for self-efficacy is only 4.5%.

4.2. Behavioral Intention, Action to Share Datasets, and the Antecedents

Strong support was found for the determinants of action to share datasets with varying degrees of action. Intention to share was found to significantly influence the action of researchers to share their datasets online (tvalue = -7.217). This study also found both direct and indirect influences of intention as a strong predictor of data sharing behavior. The findings also indicate strong support for the impact of exogenous variables (organizational support, legal context and policy, type of metadata, and attribution and reward) on the researchers’ intention and action of sharing their datasets. All of these variables are statistically significant at 0.05 levels (Table 4).

Organizational support was found to significantly impact the action of sharing, both directly (tvalue = -4.658) and indirectly, through the intention to share (tvalue = -2.657). On the other hand, this study found a weak support for the direct impact of incentive to share on the action of sharing datasets in terms of coefficient estimates and significant levels. The path coefficient of incentive and attribution to the action of sharing is 0.051, and is significant at 0.10. This finding also shows a strong but negative indirect impact of incentive and attribution on the action of sharing that is mediated by intention to share (tvalue = -2.657). Additionally, the data shows the significant indirect influence of the exogenous variables through the intention to share. Types of metadata (tvalue = -3.990) and legal context and policy (tvalue = 4.317) were found to have significant indirect impact on the action or sharing mediated through the intention to share datasets.

The impacts of the exogenous variables on the intention to share datasets are also strong and significant both directly and indirectly. Legal context and policy were found to be negative and significant predictors of the intention to share. Types of metadata and attribution and incentive are found to be stronger predictors of intention to share datasets directly. The direct impact of organizational support on the intention to share datasets is stronger than if it is mediated by perceived self-efficacy. The findings support hypotheses 1 and 2 of this study.

4.3. Perceived Self-efficacy, Intention and Action to Share

Perceived self-efficacy was found to significantly influence the action of sharing datasets when mediated by the intention to share datasets. On the other hand, findings also show a weaker direct impact of perceived self-efficacy on the intention to share datasets. This study found that the significance of perceived self-efficacy as a predictor of intention to share depends on the inclusion or exclusion of legal context and policy variables. Perceived self-efficacy becomes insignificant when legal context and policy variables are excluded. Analysis results show strong support for the impact of local context and organizational support on perceived self-efficacy to share datasets. Local context and specificity significantly influence perceived self-efficacy to openly share datasets (tvalue 1.807). Organizational support was found to be a significant predictor of perceived self-efficacy. The path coefficient of organizational support to perceived self-efficacy is significant with a coefficient estimate of 0.181 and t-value of 4.456. On the other hand, the data shows weaker impact of legal context and policy on perceived self-efficacy. The path coefficient of legal context and policy to perceived self-efficacy is 0.081 with value of 1.401. Except for the impact of legal context and policy, the findings support hypotheses 3 and 4 of this study.

5. Discussion and Concluding Remarks

5.1. Organizational support, reward, and legal policy to encourage intention and action

With the objectives of exploring the nature and function of behavior in publishing research datasets, by distinguishing two principals of sharing behavior – intention to share and action of sharing – and by identifying the predictors which influence the development of intention and action of sharing data, this research study’s findings are supportive and substantial. The data shows that the intention of researchers to openly publish their datasets to public correlates significantly with the carrying out of the action of sharing datasets. This finding thus supports Azjen’s argument (1991) that individual intention was a critical predictor of sharing behavior [2]. Intention in this study reflects the level of a researcher’s effort and willingness to publish their research datasets in an open data initiative. Considering that the preparation of scientific datasets for publication requires plenty of effort from researchers [32], the willingness to work hard in an effort toward publishing their data is a
significant necessity of researchers. Greater willingness to exert more effort to publish data will result in greater likelihood of actual data publication action. Building on the argument that publishing research datasets is a personal decision propelled by social influence [32], this study provides support for the significance of behavioral intention to share as the key and critical predictor of the actual sharing of research datasets. Thus, encouraging collaborative works to support scientific progress through data integration necessitates nurturing the intention to share in addition to the predictors that are likely to influence behavioral intention. Along with the testing of hypothetical causal effects, the analysis highlighted the significance of organizational support and rewards for sharing datasets while also revealing the somewhat intriguing impact of legal and policy factors.

This study found that organizational support is significant to encouraging the action of publishing research datasets. The data show the significance of both direct and indirect impact of organizational support on the action of sharing research datasets. This finding contrasts with the argument asserted by a number of other knowledge sharing studies which have found the indirect impact of organizational support to be stronger in its influence on the action of knowledge sharing [5, 23]. One plausible explanation for this is the differing nature between data sharing and knowledge sharing. Knowledge sharing can be classified into tacit and explicit [9]. Arguably, sharing knowledge requires more personal judgment and social relations, particularly in the sharing of tacit knowledge. As result, the impact of organizational support on knowledge sharing is mediated according to personal decision. On the other hand, earth science research datasets are heterogeneous [28], very specific [6], and highly dependent on local context [35, 36]. Therefore, proper preparation and presentation of the dataset for sharing becomes more significant [32], due to the specificity of the data, and support to improve skills in the production and preparation of data become the imperative factor for sharing. Nonetheless, this assertion warrants further research. Future research could ascertain the impact of organizational support, distinguishing between data and knowledge sharing, and explore causes of possible differences.

This study also found a strong indirect impact of reward, in the form of attribution and acknowledgement, than the direct impact of reward to encourage the action of sharing datasets. Rewards will significantly impact the action of sharing datasets if mediated through the behavioral intention of the researcher. This finding contradicts the argument that rewards will have a direct and significant impact on the likelihood of sharing research datasets [1, 30, 32, 33]. On the other hand, the contradictory finding could also be the result of the differing constructs in measuring the attribution variable in this study. This study measures the attribution mostly according to extrinsic rewards for the dataset’s owner, such as acknowledgment or the opportunity for collaboration. In this way, this study does not take into account the influence of intrinsic rewards. Arguably, intrinsic rewards in term of self-satisfaction or altruistic behavior in the sharing of datasets could influence behavioral intention and action of sharing datasets. In this regard, future research could re-examine the model by incorporating intrinsic rewards and distinguishing the impact of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards.

Interestingly, this study found that the legal context and policy factors significantly impact the intention to share, but negatively. The impact of legal context and policy on the action of sharing datasets is mediated by the researcher’s intention to share datasets. The negative connotation of legal context and policy is intriguing since it indicates that an increase in regulations and policy will result in lower intentions of sharing research datasets. Some studies have found stringent legal and policy requirements to negatively impact researchers’ intentions of sharing datasets, particularly if such policy and regulations are related to data with privacy rights. For instance, a study by Tucker (2009) on medical research data sharing in a cancer center found that onerous privacy policy requirements to protect the privacy of patient information will negatively impact researchers’ intentions of publishing research datasets [32]. However, this study is in no way arguing that regulations and policy inhibit the sharing of research data. Arguably, this study’s finding signifies that the impact of legal context and policy depends on the nature of the data being shared. Thus, researchers follow and pay attention to the existing policies to guide their intentions of sharing data. Knowing that a legal framework exists to support and guide data sharing may provide assurance for dataset owners that their datasets will not be misused or poached [30]. This finding warrants further investigation on the impact of legal context and policy on researchers’ intentions to share data by specifying different regulatory levels.

5.2. Lesson Learned and Implication for Open Data

Open government has emerged as an initiative to encourage knowledge development and resolve public issues through collaboration, data integration, and data dissemination. One objective of open government in the United States is to promote a culture of open government that encourages the collaborative networking of researchers, private sectors, and citizens.
With this openness and technology development, environmentalists like Lynn Henning, the recipient of the 2010 Goldman Prize, can work collaboratively with state regulators and others by sharing her data to encourage stronger enforcement of environmental protection, or to tackle any other social issue. Arguably, sharing data in a collaborative network is influenced by personal decisions and social relations [32]. Thus, it is important to understand the determinants which affect an individual’s decision to share data. Building on the investigation of motives for sharing earth observational research datasets in an initiative for open data such as DataONE, this research study argues that acknowledging the key determinants of motivation to publish data entails significant policy implications that will extend to the public sector. Although the object is different, the personal decision process leading to sharing is most likely the same in open government as in research network collaboration. Thus, by understanding the determinants of sharing data in collaborative network, government could encourage more enthusiasts such as Lynn Henning. This paper argues four plausible implications:

1. This study’s finding is somewhat unclear in regard to legal context and policy issues. Thus, it calls for consideration to specify different levels of policy according to individual users to encourage sharing. Arguably, understanding the psychological processes of the act of sharing data will be beneficial in increasing the adherence to and effectiveness of proposed policy in data sharing. This process could be crucial to encouraging collaborative sharing among stakeholders with various backgrounds and interests in open government such as researchers, citizens, and government officials.

2. This study found that organizational support plays a significant role in encouraging data sharing. Organizational support could reduce the existing complexity of the data sharing process. Considering the heterogeneity of collaborators in open government, more attention to the existence and non-existence of organizational support is necessary. In this regard, the proposed policy should emphasize organizational support to increase researchers’ intentions of sharing datasets, or develop strategies to accommodate collaborators without an organizational background.

3. Reward was found to have a significant indirect impact on data sharing, which leads to the issue of considering the balance between intrinsic and extrinsic rewards to encourage sharing behavior in collaboration. For instance, environmentalist such as Lynn Henning might be motivated by self-satisfaction or altruistic behavior, but private sector collaborators might require a different type of reward.

5.3. Limitations of the Study

This study attempts to provide preliminary assessment on the determinants of a researcher’s action of sharing datasets from the perspective of a personal decision. These findings need to be interpreted with consideration of the study’s limitations. First, almost 75% of survey respondents were from the North American region. Thus, the findings of this research study are best interpreted as evidence of researchers’ motivation to share datasets in the North American region. Further research is needed to establish the generalizability of these findings to other regions of the world. Second, this study does not account for the possible non-recursive causality between variables. Finally, the confirmatory assessment of the construct only considers a relaxed parameter analysis and generates one factor from the measurement model. Future research could compare the restricted and non-restricted parameters in the measurement model.
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